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Warping- and Beaming Creels for Spun Yarn





Survey of creels /
Perfect creel systems for optimum warp qualities

GN-1-SP

GD-SP

GM-SP

Z-26

GW-SP

Tailor-made solutions for in dividual requirements
For processing fibre yarns,
the following creel types are available:

GN-1-SP Standard creel for spun yarns

GM-SP Magazine creel for spun yarns

GD-SP Swivel-frame for spun yarns

GW-SP Buggy creel for spun yarns

V-creel High-performance beaming creel in V-form for spun yarns

Z-26 Automatic cutting and knotting creel for spun yarns

GV



Survey of creels/
Warping creel versatile and flexible
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Yarn stop motion, type FW + FBJ
Stopping contact with electronic yarn
inspection, indication of yarn breakages
for each tier. Type FBJ for ball warpers.

Type USH-220, 300, 500mm
USH-S for magazine creel
Package holder – suitable for
cylindrical and conical tubes.

Yarn guiding eyelets
a ceramic 4.0mm
b ceramic 6.5mm
c ceramic 6.5mm high-polished
d ceramic 5.0mm lion´s teeth
e porcelain 3.5mm Adenauer head
f porcelain 5.0mm Adenauer head

a d

b e

c f

KFD-SP KFD-AIR
Yarn tension range yarn tension Range 6 to 60cN,
2 to 24cN, 6 to 60 cN 10 to 90cN or 30 to 230cN

KFD-SP KFD-AIR

For Ball Warpers
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YTC-2000 electromagnetic yarn tensioner

Post and disc yarn tensioner, type U3V-SP

4
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Anti-snarling device
Consisting of anti-curling rings with
inserted, loop-type nylon yarns

Cutting device
with ceramic knifes for
unlimited life

Z-26
with automatic cutting
and knotting device

4 K-Clamping unit in disk-pretensioning device for holding
the yarns in case of stop of the warping operation

Central yarn tension
adjustment in creel

for simultaneous adjustment
of yarn tension in creel.
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Air-Jet cleaning device
Blowing of the yarn tensioners at intervals. Blowing and
rest times can be separately set for each yarn type.
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Yarn Clamping/
For ´V´ and parallel creels
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Yarn clamp
with integrated end break detector Balloonstop. Yarn clamp is
closed at machine stop, it is opened after machine start-up, to
ensure optimal yarn running on the weaver’s beam. The clamp has
an open insertion system for easy threading.

Ballooning limiters
including pre-tensioning rods for yarn tension compensation from
the front to the back of the creel.

Yarn run-in
from the yarn package to yarn clamp incl. ballooning limiters and
wrapping rods. In the working position, the ballooning limiters (1)
are so positioned that the balloon formation is held as small as
possible.
Soft angle – The new yarn exit angle of 30 ° and 60 ° treats the
yarn gently and reduces variations in the yarn structure and the
number of fiber breaks.

1 Ballooning limiters and warping position
2 Wrapping-rods motorically adjustable
3 End-clamp with central contact pressure adjustment
4 Air-jet
5 Ballon stop
6 Soft angle

Ballooning limiter
Yarn clamp
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V-creel
V-creel achieving perfection

Tiers Max. Diam. (Bobbin)

5/5 320mm

6/6 300mm + 340mm

8/8 250mm

9/9 250mm

10/10 200mm

Endless chain system

Ballooning limiteds

Integrated yarn-clamp/air jet/end break detector

Soft angle yarn deviation

Pre tensioner

Reserve loading
By means of a horizontally circulating chain, the yarn packages
are brought from the reserve position to the working position;
creeling and removal of the tubes is possible during machine running.

Cutting device
with ceramic knifes for unlimited life.

Reserve loading Cutting device
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